FoxGem Virtual Private Consults
More info…

FoxGem offers virtual private consults. This can be a good stepping stone to private lessons and further learning.
While it is optimal for us to be able to meet face to face so we can get a good feel for how you and your dog interact,
a consult via video is an excellent option especially in these uncertain times with shelter in place orders are still in
effect in many areas.
Remember that virtual lessons should be used in conjunction with getting your dog out and about to new places
and practicing his new skills with various (level appropriate) stimuli.
Virtual lessons are perfect if you…
-Have a new puppy or dog in the house
-Need help with specific training exercises
-Are having trouble establishing a workable routine with your new dog
-Want some help with specific behaviors you are trying to modify
-Perhaps want some more information regarding how to get going in dog related activities and sports.
-Are considering buying a new puppy and need some guidance on the best route to take
-Maybe the classes in your area are full and you are anxious to get started!
We will schedule our consult around your calendar to the best of our ability. You let us know the day and time you
are available and we will do all we can to make it happen.
After our session you will receive an email with reminders of what you learned; helpful for reference!
Virtual consults are done via Zoom OR FaceBook Messenger. Zoom can be downloaded at zoom.us
We ask that you email us at terrivaira@aol.com prior to the actual chat, to let us know what you would like to
discuss or learn, so we can be prepared and make the most of our time together during the video chat.
You will want to set up for the video consult in a space where you can do some exercises with your dog. Your
instructor will have a dog on hand to demo with. You won’t need much space; dining room or living room is
usually adequate.
Pricing is…
Half hour video chat $30.00 (minimum charge of $30 if under half hour)
Anything over half hour is $1.00 per additional minute.
We have found that most consults take approximately 45 minutes to an hour or so.
Again as mentioned, your pre chat email will help us make the most of your time and money!
(Our regular fee for face to face one hour consults in your home is $95.00 per visit.)
Payment can be made via PayPal or personal check (we prefer PayPal) More info will follow your consult.
As with our classes, refunds are not issued for any reason. Should you cancel your appointment or class slot, we could
have put someone else in that slot, hence the no refund policy. Thank you for your understanding.

